
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 
 

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE   : 
PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO  : 
ANIMALS, et al.,    : 
      : 
   Plaintiffs,  : 
      : 
 v.     : Civ. No. 03-2006 (EGS/JMF) 
      :  
FELD ENTERTAINMENT, INC.,  : 
      : 
   Defendant.  : 
____________________________________: 
 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ RESPONSE TO 
THE COURT’S AUGUST 4, 2008 ORDER 

 
Plaintiffs submit this notice to explain their compliance with the Court’s August 4, 2008 

Order requiring plaintiffs to produce certain materials to the defendant, and to show cause why 

certain other materials should not be produced to defendant.  Order (Aug. 4, 2008) (DE 325) at 

6-10. 

The Court has ordered plaintiffs to produce previously redacted information contained 

within documents labeled A 1223, A 01224, A 01240-01241, A 01242-01243, A 01244-01246, 

A 01247-01248, A 01249-01250, AWI 09936-09937, AWI 10050-10053, F 04502-04506, and F 

04507-04510.  Plaintiffs are producing all such information to defendant today.  Plaintiffs note 

that they had previously withheld such information because it does not reflect any additional 

amounts of funding provided by the organizational plaintiffs to or for plaintiff Tom Rider beyond 

what plaintiffs have previously produced.  As ordered by the Court, plaintiffs are also producing 

certain information contained within documents labeled IC-076, IC-196, IC-201, and IC-203, 

which had previously been withheld in full.  This information was also previously withheld 
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because it does not reflect any additional amounts of funding provided by the organizational 

plaintiffs to or for plaintiff Tom Rider.1 

The Court has also ordered plaintiffs to show cause why certain previously redacted 

information contained within documents labeled A 01222-01230, and A 01232-01239 should not 

be produced.  In particular, the Court has ordered plaintiffs to show cause why all line items 

within A 01222-01230 identified as “AT&T Wireless to #51” and “00AATT13” should not be 

produced, and why all line items within A 01231-01239 relating to an Earthlink account should 

not be produced.  Plaintiffs are today producing all of this information to defendant to avoid 

burdening the Court with any further dispute concerning these materials.  Plaintiffs previously 

withheld this material because they believed that it duplicated other line items in the documents 

and/or would create confusion over the actual amounts of funding provided to or for Mr. Rider.2 

 

                                                 
 1 The Court also ordered plaintiffs to “turn over the invoice referenced in [IC-203], if it is 
within plaintiffs’ possession.”  DE 325 at 10.   The referenced “enclosed corrected invoice” has 
previously been produced to defendant and is labeled F 04493. 
 

2 In particular, with respect to the line items in A 01222-01230 identified as “AT&T 
Wireless to #51” and “00AATT13,” with one exception each of the previously redacted line 
items duplicates another line item that has already been produced and thus provides no additional 
information concerning funding provided to Tom Rider.  For example, the previously redacted 
line item on A 01223 that reads “06 06/30/02 AP-R4113 00ATT13 AT&T Wireless 238.70,” is 
duplicative of a previously produced entry on A 01230.  The same is true for all of the other 
previously redacted similar line items with the exception of the line item on A 01226 that reads 
“4 04/30/02 AP-R4025 00ATT13 AT&T Wireless 28.21.”  It appears that this single item, 
reflecting a charge of $28.21, was overlooked by the ASPCA when it previously produced this 
document. 

 
 With respect to the document labeled A 01231-01239, there are two line items related to 
an Earthlink account that were previously redacted.  The first one, at A 01231, reflects a charge 
of $31.79.  Because this amount differs from the $21.95 monthly charge for Mr. Rider’s 
Earthlink account reflected in all of the other Earthlink line items, it is not clear that this item 
relates to Mr. Rider at all.  The second previously redacted line item, contained at A 01234, 
appears to be a duplicative entry of the entry listed just prior to it on the same page, and thus was 
not produced earlier. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

  

     _____/s/__Kimberly D. Ockene_________ 
 Kimberly D. Ockene (D.C. Bar No. 461191) 
 Eric R. Glitzenstein (D.C. Bar No. 358287) 
 
 Meyer Glitzenstein & Crystal   
 1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 700
 Washington, DC 20009  
 (202) 588-5206   
  
 Counsel for Plaintiffs 

 
Dated: August 11, 2008 
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